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In studies of the transfer, distribution and biochemical activity of metal ions it is typically

assumed that the phospholipid bilayer acts as an inert barrier. Yet, there is mounting

evidence that metal ions can influence the physical properties of membranes. Little is

known of the basis of this effect. In this work the location and distribution of common

metal ions: Na+, Mg2+, and Ca2+ in phospholipid membranes were studied. Computer

simulations of lipid membrane segments in aqueous environment showed that the ions

penetrate the membrane headgroup zone and co-localize with the phosphate and the

ester moieties. Analysis of the chemical environment of the ions in the simulations

suggested that the co-localization is facilitated by coordination to the polar oxygen atoms

of the phosphate and ester groups in typical coordination geometries of each ionic

species, where the coordination shells are completed by water molecules. In contrast, the

counterions do not penetrate the headgroup zone but form a layer over the membrane

instead; this layer is also an effectivemetal exclusion zone. Importantly, the choline groups

appear to be distributed almost exactly in the same plane as the phosphate, suggesting

that the zwitterion dipole is preferentially horizontally aligned: this suggests that the

distribution of the Cl− over the membrane surface is not a direct result of interaction with

the choline groups, but rather an effect of the field emanating from themetal ion content of

the membrane. Such a well defined ion distribution is expected to have a strong influence

on membrane properties, in particular phase transition temperatures via increased

in-plane cohesion; this was proven by calorimetry measurements using differential

scanning calorimetry of suspended liposomes and quartz crystal microbalance-based

measurements on supported single bilayer membranes. These findings shed a new light

on the role metal ions play in stabilizing biological membranes.

Keywords: phospholipid, bilayer membrane, ionic environment, metal coordination, phase transition, computer

simulations, calorimetry

INTRODUCTION

Biological membranes exist in an aqueous environment that is rich in small ionic species (Alberts,
2015). There is abundant information about the role of these ions in biochemical processes, their
transport across membranes and their role in gating ion channels and maintaining the membrane
potential (Cooper, 1997). It is generally assumed that in these processes the phospholipid bilayer
itself acts as an inert barrier, not affected by the ions that interact specifically with membrane
proteins.
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Yet, in model membrane studies ions were found to affect
membrane structure and stability. Ca2+ andMg2+ were shown to
promote membrane fusion and permeability (Papahadjopoulos
et al., 1977; Newton, 1978; Duzgunes et al., 1981; Brasnett
et al., 2017). Alkaline and alkaline earth cations can cause
a shift in phase transition temperatures (Garidel and Blume,
1999) and cause transient poration at the phase transition
temperature of anionic lipids (Garidel and Blume, 2005; Riske
et al., 2009). Sodium halogenide salts have a concentration-
dependent effect on the equilibrium size of small unilamellar
liposomes of both anionic and zwitterionic lipids (Claessens
et al., 2004). Na+ and Ca2+ were shown to increase order,
reduce lateral diffusion, and induce stiffening in charged as
well as zwitterionic membranes (Garcia-Celma et al., 2007;
Pabst et al., 2007; Pokorna et al., 2013). LiCl and KCl cause
phase separation in multilamellar vesicles of zwitterionic lipids
(Rappolt et al., 2001). Metal ions also affect interlamellar spacing
and lamellar thickness in bilayer stacks (Loosley-Millman et al.,
1982; Cunningham and Lis, 1989; Sanderson et al., 1991) and
this effect is independent of membrane curvature (Kucerka et al.,
2017). Vibration spectroscopy results suggest metal interaction
with the headgroups alters membrane packing (Binder and
Zschornig, 2002); these effects were explained with electrostatic
interactions (Binder and Zschornig, 2002; Kucerka et al., 2017),
yet, ESR studies with a hydrophobic spin label concluded the
absence of any charge interactions between alkali metal cations
and the phosphate (or the choline) moiety of the zwitterionic
phosphatidylcholine lipid headgroup (Bartucci and Sportelli,
1993). From these reports it is clear that salts affect lipid-lipid
interactions that manifest in changes in the measured physical
properties, in particular phase transition temperatures, bending
rigidity and lipid mobility. However, it is unclear how small ionic
species affect lipid-lipid interactions.

The energetic theory of lipid self-assembly rests on the
Tanford opposing force model (Tanford, 1974; Israelachvili and
Mitchell, 1975). This model was intended to be semi-empirical-
the lipid-lipid interaction that holds the membrane intact is
estimated via the free energy of the oil-water interface, opposed
by chain- and headgroup repulsion (the physical origins of
which are not further specified). These two “forces” yield an
equilibrium membrane density. Naturally, the model can be
easily extended with attractive and repulsive terms derived from
actual physical interactions, such as van der Waals attraction
between the lipid alkane chains, charge repulsion between the
headgroups etc. Hence, an electrostatic curvature free energy
extension was developed for the self-assembly theory for charged
surfactants based on the Poisson-Boltzmann equation (Evans
et al., 1984). This theory also attempted to bridge the two,
seemingly contradictory theories of ion adhesion, namely the
ion binding model that described ion adhesion in terms of ionic
dissociation equilibria and the double layer model that describes
ion association with the Stern equations, showing that the first
one is essentially an asymptotic case of the second for the case
of strong binding (Ninham et al., 2017). This approach raises
three important issues. First, the incompatibility of the models: in
the double layer case, the ions respond to the overall membrane
charge, that is, they are not penetrating the membrane but stay

on the surface; while in the ion binding model, they attach to the
charged moieties within the headgroup zone. Second, the ionic
effects manifest as attractive force only in a curvature tension
term, that is, in micelles and curved membranes. If applied to
a lamellar membrane, the net effect may become repulsive, as
the ions can be closer to each other than any of the charged
headgroup moieties, at least in case of DDAB bilayers where this
effect was studied (Dubois et al., 1998). Third, these models were
developed for charged surfactants, and hence not applicable to
neutral membranes. Yet, the adsorption of ions to zwitterionic
membranes was also studied in the 1970s where NMR headgroup
perturbation and zeta potential measurements have provided
ample evidence of the presence of ionic double layers that can
be described with the Stern equations (Mclaughlin et al., 1978).
Furthermore, the predicted weak effect on lamellar membranes is
inconsistent with reports of changes in lipid order, mobility and
phase transition temperatures.

Previous computational studies attempting to locate the ions
in the membrane yielded results seemingly in contradiction to
the theories outlined above (Bockmann et al., 2003; Gurtovenko
and Vattulainen, 2008; Vacha et al., 2009; Vernier et al., 2009).
Depending on the type of force field used, sodium ions were
found to penetrate the membrane, co-localizing with either the
carbonyl (Bockmann et al., 2003; Gurtovenko and Vattulainen,
2008) or the phosphate (Vacha et al., 2009) moieties. While
sodium ions were found to penetrate the membrane, potassium
and cesium ions did not; chloride ions remained in the aqueous
phase while iodide ions penetrated the membrane (Vacha et al.,
2009). Earlier studies interpreted the distribution as a double
layer (Bockmann et al., 2003; Gurtovenko and Vattulainen,
2008), whereas Vacha et al. noted that neither CsCl nor KCl
formed a double layer (Vacha et al., 2009). While arguing for a
dominant role for electrostatics, these results were ambiguous
regarding the role of charge interactions, suggesting instead
a diffusion driven, size limited process. Yang et al. suggested
coordination as the mechanism of lipid-metal interaction based
on free energy calculations (Yang et al., 2015). Overall, these
studies could not provide a decisive explanation for the role of
small ionic species in the membrane. Given that computational
methods, resources and force fields have undergone a dramatic
improvement in the past decade, there is an impetus to
perform simulations of membrane-ion interactions based on
these improved understanding.

In this work the distribution of Na+, Mg2+, Ca2+, and Cl−

ions in DMPC model membranes was studied by computer
modeling and calorimetric experiments. Evidence is provided
that the cations penetrate the membrane and coordinate to the
lipid head groups, whereas the counterions stay on the surface of
the membrane. Experimental results show that the salts affect the
phase transition temperature and viscosity of DMPCmembranes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Membrane Preparation
1,2-Dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) was
purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL, USA) and
chloroform (ACS reagent, 99.8%) was from Sigma Aldrich
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(Castle Hill, NSW, Australia). Calcium chloride dihydrate
(CaCl2.2H2O), magnesium chloride hexahydrate (MgCl2.6H2O)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and sodium chloride
(NaCl) was obtained from Chem Supply Pty Ltd (Australia).
Lyophilized lipids were dissolved in chloroform. To prepare
membranes, 10 µmol of DMPC was measured into round
bottom test tubes and the chloroform was evaporated using N2

gas and dried overnight. Liposomes were formed by hydrating
the lipid layers in salt solutions (NaCl, MgCl2, CaCl2) of different
concentrations.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry and
Quartz Crystal Microbalance
Measurements of Phase Transitions
SETARAM µDSC Evo3 instrument was used to perform
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) experiments with
hastelloy pressure cells loaded with 650 µl lipid suspension; pure
buffer was used as reference. Three zones were recorded for each
measurement. Heating-cooling temperature profiles were set up
for the 10◦-30◦C range at a rate of 0.3 K min−1.

QSense E4 Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) system (Q-
Sense, Sweden; now owned by Biolin Scientific) was used
to monitor the deposition of lipids in buffer solution. Gold
coated AT-cut 5 MHz quartz sensor chips were used in all
experiments. The quartz chips were cleaned in base piranha
solution: H2O2 (30% solution): H2O: NH4OH (28% solution)
in a ratio 1:3:1 at 70◦C. The chips were then washed with
ultrapure water and propane-2-ol and dried with nitrogen gas.
For functionalization suitable for membrane deposition, the
chips were immersed into a 2% solution of 3-mercaptopropionic
acid (MPA) in propan-2-ol for 2 h. The chips were then
immersed in propan-2-ol for approximately 6min and dried
with nitrogen gas. During the QCM experiments water was first
introduced into the chamber to hydrate the MPA layer and
then assay solutions were introduced. Single bilayer membranes
were formed using the liposome deposition method from the
respective salt solution following a protocol established before
(Mechler et al., 2009; Hasan and Mechler, 2015). The method for
determining phase transition temperatures from QCM data was
described previously (Hasan and Mechler, 2016) and is briefly
summarized in the Supplementary Information. An example is
shown in Supplementary Figure 1.

Computer Simulations
The initial coordinates of solvated lipid containing 128 DMPC
and 4038 (TIP3) water molecules was downloaded from the
Automated Topology Builder (ATB) Repository version 1.2
website (Poger and Mark, 2010; Malde et al., 2011); this system
had been equilibrated for 235.0 ns at 303.0 K, and had a nicely
formed bilayer structure. The number of water and lipids lies in
a range where the bilayer structure is independent of the ratio
between water and lipid (Janiak et al., 1979). Ions were added to
deliver a final ionic strength of either 0.10 or 1.0M; for example,
the simulation of 1M CaCl2 included 128 DMPC, 3819 water
molecules, 73 Ca2+ cations and 146 Cl− anions.

FIGURE 1 | The DMPC model used for the simulations. Oxygen atoms are

colored red, the phosphorous gold and nitrogen of the choline group blue.

All simulations used the Gromos53a6 force field. In this
force field, the DMPC molecule is represented using a “united
atom” description; therefore, hydrogen atoms attached to carbon
atoms are treated implicity (Oostenbrink et al., 2004); thus, the
DMPC molecule consists 46 atoms, as illustrated in Figure 1. All
simulations used the Gromacs (vers. 4.6.1) package (Hess et al.,
2008). Lipid and solvent (including ions) were coupled separately
to a thermal bath employing velocity rescaling (Bussi et al.,
2007) with coupling time 1.0 ps. Simulations were conducted
for 3 different temperatures, 273, 293, and 303K. Pressure
was maintained at 1 bar using a semi-isotropic Berendsen
barostat (Berendsen et al., 1984) with coupling constant 5.0
ps; in the plane of the lipid the compressibility was set to
9.0 × 10−5 bar, representative of the alkane chain of the
lipid tail (Blinowska and Brostow, 1975), while perpendicular
to the lipid plane the compressibility was set to 4.5 × 10−5

bar, representative of the water environment. The time step
was 2 fs. Simulations were performed with a single non-
bonded cutoff of 10 Å and neighbor-list update frequency
of 10 steps (20 fs). The PME method modeled long-range
electrostatics (Essmann et al., 1995); the grid width was 1.2 Åwith
fourth-order spline interpolation. Bond lengths were constrained
using LINCS (Hess, 2008). The MD protocol consisted of
an initial minimization of water molecules, followed by 100
ps of MD with the lipid restrained to permit equilibration
of the solvent. Calculations were continued for 650 ns from
the geometries obtained after initial positionally restrained
MD.

Statistical Analysis of the Computational
Results
Statistical analysis of the chemical environment of the cations
was performed in each case following equilibration of the
system. The final 100 frames of the simulation, totalling 5
ns, were analyzed. Each cation was located in the frames
and the nearest Lewis base (oxygen atoms of the water
molecules, ester and phosphate moieties of the lipids) atoms
within a 0.3 nm cutoff were identified. The number of
oxygen atoms within the cutoff provided the coordination
number. This analysis was performed for Na+, Ca2+, and
Mg2+ ions at three different temperatures: 273, 293, and
303K, representing Lc, Pβ, and Lα phases of the membrane,
respectively.
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FIGURE 2 | Distribution of the lipid moieties in a cross section of the

equilibrated membrane.

RESULTS

Modeling Results
The simulations yielded a well equilibrated system in each
case, where the statistical distribution of the metal ions
and the geometry of the lipid molecules did not show any
further change over time. Representative snapshots of the
final frames of simulations for each metal ion are shown in
Supplementary Figure 1. The distribution of the chemically
distinct moieties of the lipid molecules, the water molecules and
the metal ions were determined in reference to the inter-leaflet
gap of the membrane that forms a smooth, well defined plane in
each case. The distributions are shown in Figure 2.

From Figure 2 it is apparent that the headgroup zone as
measured between the peak maxima of the choline (navy blue)
and the ester (red) moieties spans a distance of ∼5 Å. However,
the distributions of the choline and phosphate groups effectively
overlap, with a very small difference that is much less than the
distance between the two in a linear molecule. This suggests
that the headgroup is typically not linear but bent, with the two
charged moieties situated in nearly the same plane, consistent
with literature data on headgroup dipole orientation (Vernier
et al., 2009). If the zwitterion dipole is horizontal, the dominant
interaction with any chemical species in the aqueous phase is
that of a rotating dipole, a net attractive interaction. The lipid
conformation is disordered, as reflected in the distribution of
the methylene groups that make up the alkane chains (Figure 2,
olive). The distribution away from the center of the bilayer
reaches well into the distribution of the ester groups, suggesting
that the spatial orientation of the glycerol backbone is not well
defined and that the alkane chains themselves have considerable
freedom to have multiple trans/gauche conformations between
the methylene groups. The distribution has a dip at the
geometrical center of the bilayer that suggests very limited, if any,
intercalation between the opposing leaflets, raising the possibility
of leaflet slippage. Water penetration into the membrane is

relatively deep: water molecules reach slightly below the ester
moieties; however no water molecules enter the hydrophobic
core.

The distribution of the ions follows a similar trend for the
three salts studied here (Figure 3). In each case, the cations are
found within the headgroup zone, co-localizing with either of
the ester or the phosphate moieties, the former characteristic of
Ca2+ (Figure 3A) and Na+ (Figure 3C) while the latter of Mg2+

(Figure 3B) species. Considering the fractioning of the cations
between the bulk aqueous phase and the membrane, Ca2+ and
Mg2+ are almost exclusively found in the membrane, suggesting
permanent binding, whereas Na+ ions are also present in the
aqueous phase in an equilibrium distribution. In contrast, the
anions do not penetrate the membrane. In each case the Cl− ions
form a layer over the membrane surface, corresponding to the
cation concentration in the membrane, i.e., in case of Ca2+ most
of the Cl− ions are found in this layer whereas in case of Na+ the
layer is much less defined and the bulk concentration of the two
ions is equal as expected.

The Chemical Environment of the Metal
Cations
Statistical analysis of the chemical environment of the cations
was performed by locating each ion and identifying all chemical
species within a 0.3 nm radius. When identifying molecules that
contribute to the coordination shell, the ability to form dative
bonds was also considered; of the chemical species present, the
oxygen atoms of the water molecules and the ester and phosphate
moieties of the lipid molecules are able to donate electron pairs.
Consistently the nearest atoms in the coordination shells are
the oxygen atoms of said moieties. The results are summarized
in Table 1. The simulations have accurately reproduced the
coordination shells formed around the cations, including known
coordination numbers and geometries of each metal. The focus
of the analysis was the membrane bound state where the metals
coordinate to at least one of the lipid moieties. For Na+ the
dominant coordination number is 6 at all temperatures. At 273K
(Lc phase membrane) the coordination shell of the membrane
bound ions includes three carbonyl oxygen atoms of the ester
moiety, which is reduced to two at 303K (Lα phase). Hence
Na+ appears to crosslink the lipid molecules, however, the
general distribution as shown in Figure 3 suggests that the
membrane bound state is in dynamic equilibrium with the bulk
ionic concentration, i.e., the coordination bonds are weak and
reversible. For Ca2+ 7 and 8 coordinate ions are found at all
temperatures. The dominant coordination number is 8 at 273K,
7 at 293K, and 303K, with the population of 8-coordinate
ions increasing slightly in the latter. At all temperatures the
coordination shell of the membrane bound ions includes 3–
4 carbonyl oxygen atoms of the ester moiety of adjacent lipid
molecules. Mg2+ ions are dominantly 5-coordinate with a
fraction of coordination number 6 that is more substantial at
273K but much reduced at 293K and 303K. Mg2+ appears
to only coordinate to one lipid molecule at a time, to the
phosphate moiety. There are populations of each metal with
lesser coordination numbers that are likely transition states.
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TABLE 1 | Quantitative analysis of the chemical environments of the metal ions in the computational results.

Cations Temperature Coordination number/percentage When coordinating to lipids, number of lipid

molecules among the ligands

Na+ 6 5 4 3

273K 81.0% 9.0% 2.7% 7.3% 3

293K 87.3% 5.7% 4.0% 3.0% 2–3

303K 85.0% 8.0% 4.7% 2.3% 2

Ca2+ 8 7 6 5

273K 65.4% 25.6% 5.6% 3.4% 3–4

293K 25.0% 75.0% 3–4

303K 34.3% 61.5% 1.8% 2.4% 3–4

Mg2+ 6 5 4 3

273K 34.4% 45.0% 11.8% 8.8% 1

293K 24.4% 73.4% 2.2% 1

303K 17.4% 58.0% 12.6% 12.0% 1

The dominant coordination geometries highlighted in bold.

Figure 4 shows examples of the coordination shells of each
metal. An important feature of these snapshots is that water
molecules of the coordination shell appear to be hydrogen
bonding to oxygen atoms of the phosphate and the ester
moieties of adjacent lipid molecules; this is most prominent
in case of Mg2+. These observations imply that the bond
energies of the metals crosslinking the lipid molecules would
contribute to the overall internal energy of the membrane and
thus the addition of metal ions has to increase the phase
transition temperatures of the membranes. This allows for
indirect experimental confirmation of the results.

Phase Transition Measurements
Phase transition measurements were performed with DSC as
well as QCM. The latter method is based on measuring changes
in viscosity and has been demonstrated to be highly precise
in determining phase transitions in single bilayer membranes.
Comparison of the two methods allows the separation of
curvature effects from the metal crosslinking effects on the phase
transition. Examples of individual measurements are shown in
Supplementary Figure 2 (QCM) and Supplementary Figure 3

(DSC). The results are summarized in Figure 5. It is clear that
both divalent cations have a strong, concentration dependent
effect on the main transition temperature of DMPC membranes.
Ca2+ increased phase transition the most, consistent with
the coordination to 3–4 lipid molecules. Mg2+, while it only
coordinates to a single lipid directly, also had a strong effect
due to the hydrogen bonds formed by the water molecules in
the coordination shell to oxygens of the phosphate moieties
of adjacent lipid molecules. The concentration dependence of
the phase transition temperature reflects a dynamic equilibrium
between the membrane bound and solvated metal ions.
The increasing bulk cation concentration leads to increased
metal content in the membrane; hence the binding energy
contribution of the metal coordination to the membrane
stability is increasing proportionally. This in turn increases
the phase transition temperature. Consistently, the effect of

Na+ was the weakest, as expected from the distribution
between the aqueous and membrane bound state in the
simulations. It is notable that in DSC measurements sodium
had a largely concentration independent effect; in contrast
QCM revealed a weak concentration dependent effect in the
low concentration regime, consistent with increased lateral
interaction with increasing Na+ presence within the membrane.
The difference can be traced back to geometry factors; in
DSC measurement using liposomes, curvature tension also
affects the phase transition temperature (Hasan and Mechler,
2017), while in the “tensionless” lamellar membrane, as in
the QCM measurements, the lateral interactions dominate.
A difference, not in trend but in quantitative terms, is also
present in the case of the two divalent cations, manifesting
as an offset between the values measured with DSC and
QCM.

DISCUSSION

One of the key observations from the simulations is that no
water molecules enter the hydrophobic core. Early theories
of surfactant self-assembly postulated that the membrane has
to be freely transferable to water molecules to allow for a
pathway of liposome size relaxation (Finkelstein, 1976; Haran
and Shporer, 1976; Tanford, 1979). Experimental observations
of osmotic swelling of liposomes support this view (Chabanon
et al., 2017). Yet, it was estimated that the energy cost of
transporting a water molecule across an intact membrane
is prohibitively high at room temperature (Porada et al.,
2018), and hence the likely mechanism of water transfer is
via transient pores as suggested earlier (Volkov et al., 1997).
The results of our simulations are consistent with this latter
view.

The presence of the metal cations in the headgroup zone of
the membrane, as predicted by the simulations, is consistent
with former computational studies (Bockmann et al., 2003;
Gurtovenko and Vattulainen, 2008; Vacha et al., 2009), however
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FIGURE 3 | Distribution of the ionic species in relation to selected lipid

moieties in each respective simulation. (A) Ca2+; (B) Mg2+; (C) Na+.

not generally accepted in the field: it is believed that the metal
cations cannot enter the membrane due to the size of their
hydration shells (Claessens et al., 2007). Our results also clearly
identify metal coordination, and not electrostatic interactions,
as the mechanism of cation retention in the membrane, as
suggested recently (Yang et al., 2015). Metal coordination is
consistent with the concentration-dependent increase in the
phase transition temperature as measured with DSC and QCM.
It was shown before that the chainmelting temperature is defined
by the van der Waals interactions between the alkane chains
of the lipid molecules (Hasan and Mechler, 2017), while the
contribution of the headgroups is believed to be repulsive as
per the Tanford model. The double layer forces introduced by
Evans et al. (1984) act against the curvature of the membrane,
but diminish in the plane. Hence, the observed increase in the

phase transition temperature in the supported single bilayers
is a conclusive evidence of a strong lateral interaction between
the headgroups in the presence of the ions, consistent with the
predicted coordination. This also explains the reported effect
of the ionic environment on the size of PC liposomes, where
charged and zwitterionic liposomes exhibited very similar size
trend as a function of salt concentration, albeit the trendline
started at somewhat higher salt concentrations for PC vesicles
(Claessens et al., 2004), as well as the reported changes in lipid
order andmobility in the presence of cations (Garcia-Celma et al.,
2007; Pabst et al., 2007; Pokorna et al., 2013).

It is important to note that in case of magnesium the
small size of the ion prohibits direct headgroup-to-headgroup
coordination, and thus Mg2+ retains most of its hydration shell,
replacing only one water molecule with a phosphate oxygen.
However, the water-mediated crosslinking that is observed in the
simulations is clearly observed in the increased phase transition
temperatures in this case as well. Sodium is a weak Lewis acid,
and hence it forms the least stable coordination shell, maintaining
a dynamic equilibrium between the membrane bound and the
aqueous phase; consistently the presence of sodium has very weak
effect on the phase transition temperature. The coordination
numbers of the cations in the simulations are consistent with the
known coordination properties of these metals (Cordomi et al.,
2009). The preference of Ca2+ and Na+ to bind to the ester
moiety, while Mg2+ to the phosphate group, is consistent with
the HSAB model where Ca2+ is the softest Lewis acid and Mg2+

is the weakest of the three, whereas carbonyl oxygens are softer
Lewis bases than the oxygens of the phosphate group. Metal-
specific coordination effects also offer a simple explanation to the
radically different effect of different cations on surfactant packing
as observed empirically (Kachar et al., 1984; Evans et al., 1985;
Karaman et al., 1994).

In contrast to the cations, Cl− ions do not enter the
membrane, and do not show any association to the cationic
choline moieties, as the Coulombic interactions are much
attenuated in the aqueous environment; however they might
respond to the field emanating from the net positive charge of
the membrane due to metal binding, forming a pseudo double
layer with the coordinated ions. The sequestration of Cl− ions to
the membrane surface could also result from the depletion of the
counterions in the bulk of the solution.

These results potentially bridge and broaden the two models
explaining the role of ions on surfactant self-assembly (Ninham
et al., 2017). In the double layer model the presence of
the ions contribute to the attractive forces, compressing the
membrane together, opposed by headgroup hydration and chain
repulsion (Fragata et al., 1997). Considering the distribution of
the cations and the anions, a double layer does indeed exist
in the zwitterionic membrane; however it is not formed in
response to a charged surface, rather by the immobilization
of the cations through coordination effect. On the other
hand, the ion binding model assumes equilibrium between
the charged surfactant molecules and their counterions; this
model can be extended to zwitterionic membranes if the
equilibrium is formed, as particularly clear in case of Na+,
between coordinated and solution phase metal ions. Hence,
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FIGURE 4 | Examples of the chemical environments of the cations. Magenta: Mg2+; green: Na+; yellow: Ca2+. In the lipid and water molecules, oxygen is red,

nitrogen is blue, phosphorous is orange and hydrogen is white. Hydrogen and coordination bonds are identified from distance and are indicated with thin black lines.

FIGURE 5 | Calorimetric measurements of the main transition temperatures of

DMPC membranes as a function of salt concentration, measured using DSC

(suspended liposomes) and QCM surface calorimetry (supported single bilayer

membrane).

as in case of the expression derived for charged membranes
(Evans et al., 1984), the two models have a continuous
transition in the coordination strength: the more permanent

is the metal binding, the more dominant double layer effects
become.

CONCLUSIONS

Computer simulation and experimental data was used to
describe the role of simple salts in membrane stability.
It was found that the cations penetrate the headgroup
zone, coordinating to Lewis bases in accordance to their
hardness, and not via Coulombic interactions. The binding
energy contribution to lipid-lipid interaction manifests in
increased phase transition temperature as confirmed with
classical calorimetry methods in liposome suspensions as
well as by using viscosity-based surface calorimetry on
single bilayer membranes. The results suggest that the
extended Tanford/IMN (opposing force) model of charged
membrane stability in an ionic environment can be applied to
neutral membranes where coordination effects replace charge
interactions.
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